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Wipro RAPIDSTM DXP
The Wipro RAPIDSTM DXP addresses the digital

ecosystem. The platform is built leveraging the

transformation challenges faced by CSPs and aims

existing capabilities of our RAPIDSTM framework and

to provide an improved digitally enabled customer

follows the B2X customer’s journey. The reference

experience. This integrated end-to-end digital

solution comes with a set of ready to deploy use

experience Omni-channel platform takes the

cases covering latest and next-gen services like 5G,

marketplace approach to reimagine how new-age

SDWAN and IoT. This solution covers

enterprises conduct business with CSPs across the

Concept-to-Cash-to-Care scenarios of B2X

customer value chain and partner management

customers along with a fully functional and
integrated marketplace.

Platform Value Proposition
RAPIDSTM DXP platform aims to take customer

Quick Launch: Minimally invasive, agile

experience to a new level by simplifying the

transformation to DSP to enable launch of new

underlying complex technologies for the CSPs. The

age digital services driven by 5G and IoT, which

platform helps CSPs meet their customer demands

needs a quicker time-to-market

ensuring seamless interactions across digital

Backend Agnostic: Loosely coupled with the

platforms creating an immersive experience.

backend application to bring flexibility and
scalability

B2C like Experience: Delightful experience

Extensible UI: Long drawn customer

across customer touch points, Improve NPS and

interactions are abstracted with intuitive UIs

brand perception in enterprise market. A never

and extensible without changing the core. Cater

seen before Explore-to-Care journey for

to multiple persona-based user journeys across

enterprise customers

B2X value chain
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RAPIDSTM DXP Highlights
An integrated 5G ready marketplace platform.

Seamless Integration of the UI to back-end

World-class experience platform - Rich in

systems of records and most traditional

functionality. Extensible and customizable.

systems of engagement.

Well-defined interfaces configurable for

Integration with new-age digital systems like

southbound and 3PP. Decoupled with

“chat-bots” and backend BPMN systems for AI

underlying application for global

driven interaction and business process

implementations.

realization.

An all-round reference architecture and robust

Integration with content management systems

technology stack rooted in micro-services,

for micro-focused content delivery

open APIs & open source.

A digital care functionality that allows the

Omni-channel experience delivered and

Customer to raise an issue, follow-up on the

orchestrated to realize multiple use cases

issue, track orders, see currently subscribed

Cloud ready

products and bundles, view invoices and even

Quick launch to market with a set of simple

pay those invoices from the digital care UI.

user journeys which are realized using the

Built-in system intelligence to pick-up a

evolving stack delivered in sprints – Minimal

discarded user journey and create a prospect in

Viable Products

the system

Tailored to the User Journey
The platform adapts to the different B2X user

The marketplace approach allows enterprises

journeys based on business requirements and

to have a unique tailor-made approach for

delivers a seamless experience across the

their business scenario that is also flexible

value chain.

and adjustable.

An example of a B2B user journey
Browse Products,
Discard Journey
Browse a wide range of
products, including:
New Age B2B products
5G products
Traditional Telco products

Onboard
Customer
Onboard when the customer
wants to – upfront or when
absolutely necessary.
Understand the customer
better with interactive steps
even before onboarding.
Social Media login

A Delighted B2B
Customer
A journey that ends in a
delighted B2B customer, just as
he/she would have been if he
were shopping for himself/
herself on Amazon

Real-time Order
Tracking and
Invoice Viewing
Seamless integration with
fulfilment order processing
systems to give latest order
status with estimated time for
completion, view past orders
and view invoices. Integration
with payment gateways to
facilitate payment online.

Choose and
Customize
Products
Products can be chosen in
three ways:
Pre-configured bundle of
products
Individual/standalone
products
Make your own bundle
Option to personalize/adjust
parameters after choosing the
product

Dynamic Quote
before Cart
Checkout
Rich Shopping Cart functionality
that allows review of cart, editing
of product parameters from the
cart and finally requesting a
dynamically generated quote for
the final items in the cart.

Contextual Help –
Chat Bot, FAQs,
5G Guides
Contextual help is always at
hand. Chat-bot functionality
helps maintain customer
interaction.
Adaptive learning allows for
more contextual responses as
the interactions go deeper.

Mobile App for
Sales Manager
Seamless Integration of Sales
Manager mobile app to see the
prospect, push quote to the
customer, edit quote to give
discounts.

Upon acceptance of quote proceed
to payment and fulfilment

Wipro’s RAPIDSTM DXP evolves the way a telco conducts business with new age enterprises across the customer and partner ecosystem. It disrupts
the way the customers are on boarded, the types of services available and the ease in which they are engaged, consumed and managed by an
enterprise, enhancing the entire customer experience.
For more information, please reach out to comms-marketing@wipro.com
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company. We harness the
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cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our
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